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QUESTION 1

A Machine Learning Specialist is building a prediction model for a large number of features using linear models, such as
linear regression and logistic regression During exploratory data analysis the Specialist observes that many features are
highly correlated with each other This may make the model unstable 

What should be done to reduce the impact of having such a large number of features? 

A. Perform one-hot encoding on highly correlated features 

B. Use matrix multiplication on highly correlated features. 

C. Create a new feature space using principal component analysis (PCA) 

D. Apply the Pearson correlation coefficient 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A Machine Learning Specialist uploads a dataset to an Amazon S3 bucket protected with server-side encryption using
AWS KMS. 

How should the ML Specialist define the Amazon SageMaker notebook instance so it can read the same dataset from
Amazon S3? 

A. Define security group(s) to allow all HTTP inbound/outbound traffic and assign those security group(s) to the Amazon
SageMaker notebook instance. 

B. ?onfigure the Amazon SageMaker notebook instance to have access to the VPC. Grant permission in the KMS key
policy to the notebook\\'s KMS role. 

C. Assign an IAM role to the Amazon SageMaker notebook with S3 read access to the dataset. Grant permission in the
KMS key policy to that role. 

D. Assign the same KMS key used to encrypt data in Amazon S3 to the Amazon SageMaker notebook instance. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/latest/dg/encryption-at-rest.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A Machine Learning Specialist kicks off a hyperparameter tuning job for a tree-based ensemble model using Amazon
SageMaker with Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) as the objective metric This workflow will eventually be deployed in
a 

pipeline that retrains and tunes hyperparameters each night to model click-through on data that goes stale every 24
hours 

With the goal of decreasing the amount of time it takes to train these models, and ultimately to decrease costs, the
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Specialist wants to reconfigure the input hyperparameter range(s) 

Which visualization will accomplish this? 

A. A histogram showing whether the most important input feature is Gaussian. 

B. A scatter plot with points colored by target variable that uses (-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (I-SNE) to
visualize the large number of input variables in an easier-to-read dimension. 

C. A scatter plot showing (he performance of the objective metric over each training iteration 

D. A scatter plot showing the correlation between maximum tree depth and the objective metric. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A company wants to classify user behavior as either fraudulent or normal. Based on internal research, a machine
learning specialist will build a binary classifier based on two features: age of account, denoted by x, and transaction
month, denoted by y. The class distributions are illustrated in the provided figure. The positive class is portrayed in red,
while the negative class is portrayed in black. 
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Which model would have the HIGHEST accuracy? 

A. Linear support vector machine (SVM) 

B. Decision tree 

C. Support vector machine (SVM) with a radial basis function kernel 

D. Single perceptron with a Tanh activation function 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is using Amazon Polly to translate plaintext documents to speech for automated company announcements
However company acronyms are being mispronounced in the current documents How should a Machine Learning
Specialist address this issue for future documents\\'? 
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A. Convert current documents to SSML with pronunciation tags 

B. Create an appropriate pronunciation lexicon. 

C. Output speech marks to guide in pronunciation 

D. Use Amazon Lex to preprocess the text files for pronunciation 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/polly/latest/dg/ssml.html 
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